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Abstract. In electrochemical CO2 gas sensor, the chemical potential of electrolyte changes on adsorption of CO2
molecules as the process involves catalytic electron transfer. In addition, it is the rate-determining step that decides
sensor’s response. In this study, in-situ bulk AC, DC and surface electronic conductivities of CaCO3 ? Li2CO3 binary
solid electrolyte were investigated at different temperatures and CO2 gas partial pressures using complex impedance
spectroscopy, Wagner’s DC polarization technique and four-probe method, respectively. For the four-probe conductivity
measurements with crucial requirement of high temperatures and test gas variations, a customized sample holder was
designed and fabricated having gold-plated equidistant, spring-loaded electrodes and localized heating system (maximum
593 K). The AC bulk conductivity was found to decrease with rise in CO2 gas concentration (from 0.1 to 100%) by about
two orders and one order of magnitudes at lower and higher temperatures, respectively. Similarly, surface conductivity
variation with temperature also showed Arrhenius behaviour for both the concentrations of CO2 viz. 0.04 and 10%, giving
lower value of activation enthalpy for lower CO2 concentration. The surface conductivity change in the presence of
different concentrations of CO2 gas is justified by comparing with AC bulk conductivity measurements at different CO2
partial pressures and DC conductivity along with sensing response. The mechanism is explained using activated charge
transfer data. The range of Ea values on adsorption of CO2 gas was found to be in the electronic excitation window,
suggesting involvement of a new parameter to be investigated for non-Nernstian response of EC sensors.
Keywords. Charge transfer reaction; electrochemical CO2 gas sensor; complex impedance spectroscopy; solid
electrolyte; surface conductivity.

1.

Introduction

Solid electrolyte is an important component of electrochemical gas sensor, which enables ions’ transport through
it under the electrochemical potential gradient between the
opposite surfaces viz. test and reference electrodes. Ideally, this component is an ionic conductor with negligibly
small electronic conductivity [1]. While sensing, on the
adsorption of gas under test, its surface electronic conductivity may change as the process of gas adsorption
involves catalytic electron transfer. This could be one of
the rate-determining processes deciding the response time
of sensor [2].
Gas sensors used in industry and in pollution monitoring
systems should be reliable in terms of reproducibility,
reversibility, fast response time, wide gas detection range,
negligible cross-sensitivity, long-term operation, resistant to
thermal shocks and follow theoretical laws such as Nernst’s
principle in case of electrochemical sensor. For electrochemical sensor fabrication, multi-component electrolyte
systems are attractive owing to their better chemical

stability and inherent high ionic conductivity compared to
those of mono-component electrolyte [3]. The potentiometric CO2 gas sensors based on mono-component electrolyte have been required to be operated at high
temperature (*973 K) [4–6]. Also, highly hygroscopic
nature of pure alkali carbonate Li2CO3, K2CO3, Na2CO3,
etc. has restricted its use, as an electrolyte, in electrochemical detection of CO2 gas under humid condition, since
it drifts the cell’s electromotive force (EMF) with time [7].
Addition of divalent carbonates to the pure mono-valent
alkali carbonate, e.g., Li2CO3, enhances ionic conductivity
and reduces cross-sensitivity to moisture [8]. Moreover,
they provide good interface with reference electrode
materials, which are generally tertiary oxides of alkali earth
metals [6].
Potentiometric sensors developed using binary electrolytes have been found working better in terms of
response time and sensitivity [2]. On comparing the
characteristics of CO2 sensors with different electrolytes, it
has been observed that response time is strongly dependent
on electrolyte’s surface [2]. The variation of electrolyte
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properties on adsorption of gases viz. surface conductivity
(electronic/ionic) is thought to be one of the probable
reasons. The in-situ surface conductivity of the electrolyte
material cannot be measured while sensor is in operation
due to interference of reference and test electrode potentials. So far, no attempt has been made in studying the
surface conductivity of solid electrolyte or to be precise
the gas-sensing surface of an electrochemical sensor.
Therefore, in this study, the in-situ bulk AC and DC
conductivities of CaCO3 ? Li2CO3 binary solid electrolytes were investigated at different temperatures and
CO2 gas partial pressures using complex impedance
spectroscopy and Wagner’s DC polarization technique,
respectively. In addition, the surface electronic/ionic
conductivity measurements with the presence and absence
of CO2 gas in embedded air were conducted by using fourprobe method [9].

2.
2.1

Experimental
Materials preparation and structural characterization

For preparation of binary electrolyte, well dried carbonates
Li2CO3 and CaCO3 from Merck with purity 98 and 98.5%,
respectively, were taken in appropriate weight fractions to
produce a mixture for two binary series viz. (100–x)Li2CO3
? x(CaCO3). The carbonates were mixed thoroughly under
acetone (AR grade) and then temperature was raised slowly
to the melting point, i.e., 996 K. After soaking for half an
hour at the same temperature, the molten mixture was
quenched rapidly to room temperature between clean aluminium plates, resulting into flakes of thickness roughly
about 1–2 mm. The so-obtained flakes with uniform thickness and diameter (*10–12mm) were used for further study
of surface conductivity measurement. Electrodes were
formed on the surface by four equidistance dots of Ag paint
of size *1 mm diameter. The structural characterization
was done by powder XRD (Bruker D8 XRD unit, Cu 1.54
AU) with 2h values ranging from 5 to 80°.

2.2
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measured at the X-axis intercept of the trace, at which the
imaginary part is zero. The analysis was done manually
using MS-Excel. The ionic nature of the binary electrolyte
was confirmed by Wagner’s DC polarization technique. The
similar sample pellet as used in impedance measurement
with inert electrodes was subjected to fixed DC potential
(500 mV) and the current was noted as a function of time.
The ionic and electronic transference number (ti and te)
were estimated from the zero time and infinite time conductivities, respectively.
2.2b In-situ surface conductivity: For the four-probe
assembly with crucial requirement of high temperature and
gas-embedded measurements, an indigenous sample holder
was designed and fabricated (figure 1). Four-probe assembly with gold-plated equidistance spring-loaded electrodes
and testing temperature range from RT to 593 K was fabricated. This unit has localized heating system, which
reduces power consumption with fast equilibrium. The
assembly is encapsulated in a glass jar, which enables to
perform measurements in atmosphere of choice. The gases
either ambient air or calibrated were passed through a water
column of 5 cm in order to achieve similar humidity conditions in different cases. The sample holder assembly is
also assisted with a digital PID temperature controller and
gas flow facility. The system can be utilized for different
electrical measurements such as two-probe/four-probe DC
and AC measurements.

Electrical characterization

2.2a Impedance Analysis: AC electrical conductivity of
the electrolyte was measured using complex impedance
spectroscopy in the frequency range 5 Hz to 13 MHz
(HP4192A impedance analyzer) at different temperatures
(473–773 K). Samples were taken in the form of circular
pellets obtained by taking polycrystalline binary carbonate
powder with crystallite size \40 micron compressed uniaxially using hydraulic press at a pressure of 3 ton cm–2.
The pellets were sintered at temperature 873 K for 8 h to
obtain maximum density and then sputtered with gold for
electrode formation. The value of bulk resistance was

Figure 1. Four-probe assembly developed indigenously for
measurement of in-situ surface conductivity of electrolyte.
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Results and discussion

3.1

Structural analysis

The powder X-ray diffraction analysis for the binary compositions 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3 showed that all major peaks
identified in the diffraction patterns matched with CaCO3 and
Li2CO3 (JCPDS data file no. 85-0849 and 83-1454) with no
extra identifiable peak. This confirmed the formation of a biphase mixture without any solubility (figure 2). The values of
crystal size and lattice strain have been determined using
Scherrer’s formula [10]. In the 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3 system,
the average values of crystallite size for CaCO3 and Li2CO3 are
found to be 46.85 and 47.65 nm, respectively, and the values of
lattice strains are found to be 0.00245 and 0.0027, respectively,
which are found comparable in both the crystallites.
3.2

Sensor performance study

Response of an electrochemical CO2 gas sensor with Li2CO3 ?
CaCO3 electrolyte cum test electrode having cell configuration:
CO2 ; O2 ; Au=7LC
þ 3CC=compatible open reference electrode=Au; O2
tested under different CO2 gas partial pressures ranging from
0.13 to 2.55% embedded in artificial air is shown in figure 3.
The electrode reactions and corresponding expression for cell
EMF, E, are expressed as:
1
At test electrode: Li2 CO3 , 2Liþ þ 2e þ O2 þ CO2
2
1
þ

At reference: MOx þ 2Li þ 2e þ O2 , Li2 MOxþ1
2
Overall reaction:Li2 MO3 þ CO2 , Li2 CO3 þ MO2
Nernst’s equation for cell EMF:
Go Li2 TiO3  Go Li2 CO3  Go TiO2 RT PCO2
ln o
E¼

nF
nF
P
ð1Þ

Figure 2.

Figure 3. Typical electrochemical sensor response for CO2
partial pressure in air from 0.13 to 2.551% at 673 K.

In electrochemical potentiometric sensors, an open reference electrode for fixing the activity of alkali ion, a biphase mixture of compounds of alkali metals with transition
metal oxides and transition metal oxides (in this case, Li2
TiO3 and TiO2) are used as per Gibb’s phase rule. The
empirical values of cell EMFs as per the Nernst’s relation
are directly calculated using Gibb’s free energy values at
different temperatures, which are taken from the standard
thermodynamical data of pure substances [11]. The t90
response time was found to be \1 min. The number of
electrons transferred in the cell reaction obtained from the
slope (figure 4) was found to be n = 2.52, showing deviation
from its theoretical value 2, indicating non-Nernstian
behaviour of the sensor. The commercial CO2 gas sensors
developed so far are based on conventional sensing principles like optical absorption (NDIR) [12], electrical resistance [13], field-effect transistors [14] and amperometric
type [15]; which have limitations as they are bulky,
expensive and/or less durable [16]. A comparison of performance parameters of this sensor with that of the commercially available CO2 sensors is given in table 1.

Powder XRD pattern of 70 Li2CO3 ? 30 CaCO3 binary carbonate confirming bi-phase mixture.
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3.4

Figure 4. Plot of sensor EMF with CO2 partial pressure showing
Nernstian-type behaviour with 2.52 electron reaction.

3.3

DC conductivity measurements

A comparison of bulk ionic and electronic conductivities of the 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3 binary electrolyte is
shown in figure 5, wherein sharp rise in ionic and
moderate rise in electronic conduction is observed
above 523K. With rise in temperature, ionic conductivity increases and saturates at the rise of about one
order of magnitude (ri = 2.6 9 10–5 S cm–1). The
electronic conductivity was also found to have
increased at high temperature by very small amount
(re = 1.4 9 10–6 S cm–1), giving average ionic transference number 0.950, which signifies majorly ionic
nature of the electrolyte with significant dominance of
electronic conductivity. As expected from previous
investigations, the electronic conduction rises with
increase in ionic conduction [17].

Table 1.

Complex impedance analysis

Two depressed semicircles have been seen in the impedance
plot (figure 6), which suggest two different conduction
mechanisms viz. migration of cations parallel to the interface
and through the bulk of the electrolyte grain, and ion migration
perpendicular to the interface [18]. Values of capacitance at
low and high frequency semicircles are found to be in nF and
pF range. The impedance plots show the dependence of ac
conductivity on CO2 gas partial pressure at 573 K. The value of
bulk resistance is seen increasing with rise in CO2 concentration. This lowering of ionic conductivity indicates that the
atmospheric CO2 gas molecules adsorbed on the surface of
electrolyte hold back the cations at the surface as per the
reaction: CO32– ? 2Li? ? Li2CO3. Impedance spectroscopy
gives bulk characteristics of the electrolyte, but here adsorbed CO32– molecules are found responsible for decrease in
the bulk conductivity, indicating that the number of charges
migrating perpendicular to the surfaces is decreased as the
CO32– molecules blocks the cation. Normally in metal oxide
gas sensors, if the oxide material is heated to high temperature, oxygen will adsorb on the surface and grain boundaries. However, here the maximum lowering down of the
conductivity is observed for 100% CO2 gas atmosphere.
Nevertheless, the mixed effect due to oxygen and CO2 can
never be denied as the oxidation of stable CO2 through catalytic activity for temperatures[523 K to produce CO32– ion
utilizes the oxygen from ambient air, as follows:
1
CO2 þ O2 þ 2e ! CO2
3 :
2
The Arrhenius plots for bulk AC conductivity are obtained
as shown in figure 7, suggesting that the effect of CO2 gas
concentration on conductivity is significant at lower

Comparison of commercially available CO2 gas sensors.

Company name

Product type

Cubic

Detection
range
(ppm)

Response/
recovery
time

Operating
temperature

Reference

0–200

30/50

Room temperature

[20]

0–2000

60 /7 min

Room temperature

[21]

0–10000

—

Localized heating

[22]

\30 s

648 K

[23]

\60 s

573–723 K

—

NDIR
Vaisala
NDIR
?MG811 air carbon
dioxide (CO2) sensor
module
NASA, Glenn Research
Centre, OH

Metal oxide sensor
0.5–4%
Electrochemical, Na3Zr2Si2PO12 electrolyte,
sensing electrode Na2CO3/BaCO3 with SnO2
sol–gel

Present work

0.13–2.55%
Electrochemical, 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3
electrolyte cum sensing electrode, Li2TiO3
? TiO2 reference electrode
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Figure 5. Variation of ionic and electronic conductivities at
different temperatures measured by Wagner’s DC polarization.
Figure 8. Logarithmic decrease in AC conductivity with CO2
concentration at 573 K.

Figure 6. Impedance plots showing decrease in bulk conductivity with CO2 concentration at 573 K is shown with equivalent
circuit. Typical values of circuit parameters for 100% CO2 gas
concentration curve are: Rb\ = 215 kX, Cb\ = 0.0148 nF and
RbkkR? = 81 kX, C? = 7.82 pF at low and high frequency values
50.118 and 251.188 kHz, respectively.

Figure 9. Variation of surface conductivity of 70LC ? 30CC
binary carbonate system for ambient (0.04%) and 10% CO2
concentrations in the temperature range 513–593 K.

temperature. The AC conductivity changes by about 3 orders
of magnitude over the temperature range 573–773 K. The
variation in activation energies obtained from the Arrhenius
plot is seen lying in the range from 0.768 to 0.902 eV.
Capacitance values and activation enthalpy values together
signify the mechanisms that are characteristics of ion migration
through lattice defects [19]. With logarithmic increase in CO2
concentration, the ionic conductivity is seen decreasing at
elevated temperatures (573–773 K) for binary electrolyte, the
decrease is within one order of change (figure 8). This lowering
of ionic conductivity indicates that the atmospheric CO2 gas
molecules equilibrate with cations present on the surface of
electrolyte holding it back at the surface.

3.5
Figure 7. Arrhenius plots for 70LC ? 30CC binary electrolyte
system at different CO2 partial pressures.

Surface electronic conductivity measurements

The surface conductivity measurements were taken using
indigenously developed four-probe unit in the temperature
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range from 500 to 620 K, varying in the step of 10 K at two CO2
gas partial pressures viz. 0.04 and 10% embedded in artificial
air. Variation of surface conductivity with temperature for
70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3 system for two CO2 gas concentrations
is shown in figure 9. The plots for 10% CO2 in embedded air for
heating and cooling cycles are seen overlapped confirming the
reproducibility of measurements at different temperatures. It
also signifies that the temperature equilibrium attended by the
sample/sample holder is quick and trust worthy. The plot for
open atmosphere (ambient) shows change in conductivity with
temperature linearly but with lower value of activation energy.
However, the plots for 10% CO2 partial pressure shows relatively larger activation energy, and conductivity found shifted
almost more than two orders and one order at lower and higher
temperatures, respectively. For the 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3
binary, the activation energy Ea is seen shifted from 2.01 to
3.94 eV, after exposure of 10% CO2 molecules in embedded
air, which signifies the adsorption process thereby changing
surface electronic conductivity. Significant variation in the Ea
values confirms the role of ionic configuration of the electrolyte in deciding the surface electronic conductivity. The
values of Ea are found almost doubled with increase in CO2 gas
partial pressure from ambient (0.04%) to 10%, confirming the
change in chemical potential of Li? ion with increase in CO2
gas concentration as expected. This rise suggests more bound
state of electronic (holes/electrons) charges, indicating adsorbed gas molecules bind the surface ions (Li?), which intern
resists the liberation of electrons (adsorption process of
CO32–). This is apparently seen as an order of magnitude fall in
surface conductivity values with increase in CO2 partial pressure. The values of activation energy lying in the visible region
of electromagnetic spectrum suggest the electron–donor–
acceptor complex commonly seen in most charge transfer
complexes in inorganic chemistry, such as Warburg element.

4.

Conclusion

Bulk ionic and surface DC conductivities of binary carbonate 70Li2CO3 ? 30CaCO3 deceases with increase in
CO2 gas concentration at elevated temperatures. Complex
impedance analysis and comparison of activation energy
values suggest that change in chemical potential and surface
electronic conductivity is due to the adsorption of CO32–
ions. The surface electronic conductivity measurements at
different CO2 gas concentrations infer dominance of electronic conductivity in governing the performance of EC gas
sensors. This type of investigation is carried out for the first
time and it opens-up a new parametric study to probe nonNernstian behaviour commonly observed in electrochemical
gas sensor.
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